
Protect your mobile 
phone inventory.

Discreet and 
reliable tracking

24/7 monitoring 
with police 
dispatching
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No setup,  
no charging,  

no maintenance

Better security starts today.



Track and monitor your  
cellular assets

A seamless solution for 
optimized store security

Address the problem
Telecom store robberies have become an increasingly 
common occurrence. Criminals know retail outlets carry 
tens of thousands of dollars worth of products that are 
easy to resell at premium prices. The lucrative nature of 
such a hit has spawned an outbreak across North America. 
It’s time to take action.

Disguise, track, seize
Ensurity Mobile is an advanced GPS tracking device hidden in plain sight. 
It’s placed inside conventional mobile phone packaging, which blends in 
seamlessly with the cellular inventory in your store. The device has a sleep 
mode that is only triggered to wake up when there is motion that removes 
it from your preset boundaries. Tracking information is sent directly to our 
GPS server and the Ensurity monitoring centre that dispatches police to 
the live location of the device. You are also alerted and can monitor the 
position of your product while the recovery takes place.

24/7 monitoring
The Ensurity Mobile monitoring service is CSAA 5 
Diamond rated. It runs around the clock – no breaks, 
no downtime. When the motion trigger is activated on 
your device, our monitoring centre instantly tracks the 
precise location of the device in real time and dispatches 
authorities to recover your products quickly.

No installation, no setup, no battery charging, no maintenance
The Ensurity Mobile device works impeccably on its own. There are no 
nuisance installations, setups or maintenance requirements. The device 
automatically remains in “sleep mode” and lasts this way for 4 years. 
Simply place the device where you want it and leave the security to us.

Affordable – protection that’s worth every penny
We make it easy for you to gain back the security of your telecom stores. 
A long-lasting device with no hassles and an iron-clad monitoring 
service, Ensurity Mobile gives you the peace of mind you’ve been 
missing at a competitive price.

Use it however you like
Set up one or several around your store and in your back room to 
appear as though they’re just another piece of inventory. The monitoring 
centre is only alerted when a device leaves your predefined GEO fence, 
so feel free to move your devices as need be. Enjoy the flexibility of 
placing and using the device anywhere in your outlet without worrying 
about accompanying accessories, false alarms or battery drainage. 


